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Chapter 1 : Online Vedic Mathematics, Online Vedic Maths, Speed Maths techniques | E-Gurukul
Dr. B. Sai Kiran Vedic Maths Guru. Dr. B. Sai Kiran WORLD RECORDS. Guiness World Records; Global World
Records; Lime Book Of Records Here is an opportunity to.

I was a great class. Thank you for helping others in quest for knowledge. I feel that these are the short cut
techniques but not really original concepts? Thanks to E-Gurukul campus and a million thanks to Mr. Sai
Kiran for teaching us with a great patience. Meghana12 Ganesh G Knowledge Gained: Thank you Gurukul
and Sai Sir for that!! Anonymous Recommends You It was a great experience. Sai Kiran and Gurukul. Thanks
a lot for teaching us this wonderfull art of math which I wanted to learn from my childhood but never got any
opportunity. You were very polite and clear. Its not that people of India are not aware of this art. Its time now
to reform our education destroy every sign of British rule, and made compulsory this kind of ancient Vedic
Math and many things in education, teach right history and facts to Indian Youth, No one knows What exactly
we were, and what exactly had happened. Thy have change Indra Knowledge Gained: Thanks to E-Gurukul
team ,Mr. Sai Kiran and Ms. Usha for providing such excellent sessions. Regards, Sri Anonymous Knowledge
Gained: It was one of the most priceless learning sessions I have attended. In such a short time, Mr. Sai Kiran
covered so many important topics and made is so simple to understand. It was just great! We hope to see him
again in near future with sessions on Advanced Vedic Math covering Algebra and Geometry. Thanks an area
rarely covered even on the web. If we teach to youngsters it is knowledgeble. I recommend if schools follow
this method very useful. Otherwise it is confusing young minds. Amazing techniques that were rusting are in
dutiful hands of Mr. Sai Kiran who is dedicating his time to sharpen and share the wealth of knowledge. There
is a need to spread the information about such a wonderful program you are creating. I had expected more than
participants, however compared to hard work you are doing, the number of participants were very low. It
would be useful to request every participants to pass on information about your website to atleast 5 of their
friends. Thank you very much to Mr. However I have prior experience of attending WebEx sessions. I enjoy
the profession of teaching and I teach my students too of Vedic maths, which I learned by books. I got to
know things in different manner listening from an eminent personality in the field today. I express my
heart-felt thanks to Mr. Sai Kiran sir and as well Gurukul team for providing us such a wonderful session.
Regards, Ganesh G, Hyderabd, India. I have already passed on this information to a local college in chennai.
Sai Kiran and e- gurukul team. The session was just awesome. Anonymous i learned a lot of fast techniques
Anonymous.
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Chapter 2 : Meet Dr. B. Sai Kiran - Guiding light to millions in South India
## calendrierdelascience.com kiran garu is the holder of 5 world records & 2 national records ## VEDIC MATHS: The
Fastest Calculation System on Earth. Techniques to Calculate Faster than Calculator.

Online Certificate in Vedic Memory Techniques. Sai Kiran, is a memory trainer of International repute. He
trained more than 3 hundred and 50 thousand students till date and traveled to 10 different countries across the
world, giving lectures on Vedic Memory and Vedic Maths. His Memory demonstrations, cast a spell among
the students and audience, as he can remember any given information and recall it in the same sequence,
spontaneously. Susheel Kumar Shinde in the year No of Live Sessions â€” 5 , Duration â€” Weekly session
â€” 2. Anyone and everyone who is keen to develop their Mind power. Internet to support Live streaming of
videos etc. Description of the Training: The participants will accomplish a super power Memory by the end of
the session. All these techniques are based on vedic techniques called the ka ta pa ya di paddathi. These are the
most kept secrets using a person can use his mindpower like a computer. The other way around these
techniques are a wonderful exercises for both the left and the right brains. Mnemonics is the scientific
approach to organise our memory. Many centuries ago, the ancient Indian sages did a lot of research on the
mind and its abilities and invented many techniques how to use the mind effectively. They also invented some
amazing Mnemonics to remember just about anything and everything. Memory, usually goes around
remembering facts and figures about any given thing. Facts include remembering the terminologies and names
whereas the figures include the numerics pertaining to it. Mnemonics show us how we can store in our mind
this information in an easy and effective manner without the strain of rote retention. Mnemonics exercise
incorporate use of both the left and right hemisphere of the brain, hence practicing it not only boost up the
memory power but also the level of intelligence in a person. It also aids in developing lateral thinking and
creativity in a person. Topics that will be covered in course Introduction to Memory Power Introduction to
Mnemonics Introduction to Brain Mino Memorizing tangible data, intangible data, numeric data, Alpha
Numeric Data, Memorizing cryptic and very difficult words without any difficulty, Memorizing lengthy text.
Mind mappings, Judicious techniques, Ingenious techniques, the ancient technique of chekshu- raksharasamyogam and many other techniques to remember just about anything.
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## sai kiran garu is the holder of 4 world records & 2 national records ## VEDIC MATHS: The Fastest Calculation
System on Earth. Techniques to Calculate Faster than Calculator.

Learning to perform fast mental maths calculation will help you immensely irrespective of which field of life
you deal with. Knowing these mental maths tricks will give you a positive edge over the others. Whether you
are a student,aspiring engineer,statistician,scientist,school teacher or anyone else dealing with
numbers,learning this quick mental tricks and techniques popularly known as Vedic Maths techniques is
always going to benefit you. You must have heard of Shakuntala Devi-the lady who performed maths
calculations faster than a Computer,you can do it too, just with a little bit of practice. This can be calculated in
less than 1 second but if you want to do it traditionally,it will take you around seconds. So let see how using a
simple mental maths trick,this calculation can be done in a matter of seconds Lets try some more examples:
With just a little bit of practice you can easily perform these simple mental maths tricks in the blink of an eye.
People sitting for competitive exams often complain that they could not complete the Question paper within a
certain time period as the paper was too length l y. But for your information,let me tell you that all papers of
all competitive exams are so designed that students can finish it within the given time period. Its just that
student do not have the required efficiency. So in tight time constraint situation where time plays a very
important role,knowing these quick mental maths techniques will give you an edge over your competitors. It
will be your X-Factor. It will give you that sharpness and smartness required to crack any competitive exams.
Q Is divisible by 9? Now, it only takes 2 seconds for you to determine the answer. But if you go by the
traditional way then it will take you 10 seconds. So you can see the difference. Those 8 extra seconds you
win,you can spend on other question. By now you must have some idea, how important it is to know these
mental maths tricks. Knowing these simple calculation techniques gives you an advantage over others and can
get you a job,get you crack any competitive exams and much more. Here are few more mental maths tricks..
Calculating Square of numbers quickly Similarly try out squares of 57,58 etc.. These are just few of the many
Mental Maths Tricks possible. There are numerous other maths tricks for fast calculation. But remember this
amazing book is not free as expected so you will have to buy it. It has been released only a few months ago
and approx copies has been sold already. So Hurry Up, and Download this amazing mental maths book now.
Chapter 4 : Numerical prodigy sets Guinness record - The Hindu
Dr. Sai Kiran has toured the length and breadth of the country and has conducted numerous workshops on Vedic Maths
and Memory training as well. Sai himself has multiple entries in the record books including the Guinness book with
respect to memory related feats.

Chapter 5 : calendrierdelascience.com - E-Books
Author- Dr calendrierdelascience.com Kiran Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link
to download the free Kindle App. Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no
Kindle device required.

Chapter 6 : The Official Blog of the Vedic Maths Forum India. Get latest News and Info
Dr.B. Sai Kiran can be invited by schools, colleges and Educational institutions to give seminars on Vedic maths,
Memory Power, Minnd Power and Study Skills. CRASH COURSE: 8 Days workshop on Vedic maths and Memory
Power will be conducted by calendrierdelascience.com Kiran for students.

Chapter 7 : Training For Teachers & Franchisee Offer In Vedic Maths : in Hyderabad - UrbanPro
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Mathematics Â· Vedic Mathematics Â· Vedic This is the group for those interested in learning and teaching Vedic
mathematics to students of school level to competitve Exams level. This group also focuses on unemployed youth who
want to take up teaching Vedic Maths as a career, as there are lot of openings and opportunities for people teaching.

Chapter 8 : Admission Open â€“ Certificate in Vedic Memory Techniques. | E-Gurukul
Vedic Mathematics is a book written by the Indian monk Swami Bharati Krishna Tirtha and first published in It contains a
list of mental calculation techniques claimed to be based on the Vedas.

Chapter 9 : calendrierdelascience.com K. - Hyderabad Vedic Mathematics Meetup (Hyderabad) | Meetup
After Inviting the speaker, Mr Sai Kiran had given short introduction to the concept of Vedic Maths and guided all
participants in elaborating about some simple yet powerful teachniques of Vedic calendrierdelascience.com Entire Live
platform had reverberated with enthusiasm and fun as the techniques made all participants to involve themselves
completely.
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